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Source: Brockway et al. (2019), draft results

Meeting a 1.5’C Paris target 

Future energy use assumes absolute decoupling



Source: Heun & Brockway (2019), Applied Energy, Under review

But: only RELATIVE global decoupling has occurred to date

Energy-GDP decoupling



Sources: Solow(1957) , Webb & Pearce (1975)

There is a backstory that is important to learn…

Mainstream economic models bypass energy: 
assigning gap to TFP/MFP



Source: Long & Franklin (2010)

Even though their models only explain a minority of economic growth…

Mainstream economic models bypass energy: 
assigning gap to TFP/MFP



Source: Jackson (2019)

Many economists see labour productivity as the cause & thus solution  

Recent slowdown in global GDP growth: this leaves 
few mainstream candidates 



Maybe we’re missing the role of energy

But what if the ‘productivity puzzle’ were due to 
energetic constraints? 



https://cdn.washingtoncitypaper.com/files/base/scomm/wcp/image/2010/06/640w/_dev_pubsys_images_1277931188_m_y_h_1.jpg

Neo-classical pizza: cooks 
(labour) + ovens (capital)

Biophysical economics makes sense in the real world

So maybe we should include energy (and materials) 
into economic models? 

Biophysical pizza: cooks (labour) + 
ovens (capital) + ingredients (materials) 
+ electricity (energy) 

https://cdn.washingtoncitypaper.com/files/base/scomm/wcp/image/2010/06/640w/_dev_pubsys_images_1277931188_m_y_h_1.jpg
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Exergy is available energy, i.e. the energy available to undergo physical 

work. It is essentially a thermodynamic measure of energy quality. 

Source: Brockway et al. (2015)

Exergy as a thermodynamically-consistent approach to energy analysis

Potential constraint #1: slowing thermodynamic 

efficiency gains

Mainstream energy-economics



Useful exergy

Example of a car:

Primary-to-final-to-useful energy conversion



Source: Cullen & Allwood (2010)

So we can do some cool stuff, and maybe bypass mainstream economists…

Some good news: more granular, economy-wide p-f-u 
exergy data exists



Sources: Warr & Ayres (2012); Santos J et al (2016) 

Useful exergy (U) in aggregate production functions Y = f (K,L,U)

That means we can test the inclusion of useful exergy 
as input to production



Source: Heun & Brockway (2019), Applied Energy

Thermodynamic final-to-useful efficiency gains are linked to GDP gains

But could it also explain (at least OECD) secular 
stagnation?



Sources: Brockway et al (2014); Brockway et al (2015)

Practical limit to national-level p-u exergy efficiency?

So maybe slowing efficiency might explain slowing economic growth?

But could it also explain (at least OECD) secular 
stagnation? 



MARCO-UK = UK MAcroeconometric Resource COnsumption model

Ok, lets test this idea in an energy-economy model
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Integrating useful exergy and exergy efficiency into MARCO-UK

High level outline of the MARCO-UK model 



Source: Sakai et al. (2019)

Thus efficiency gains have a key role in economic growth

Insight 1 - Quarter of UK economic growth from 
thermodynamic efficiency gains 



Three strands of energy rebound / feedback

Insight 2: The efficiency-led growth mechanism  

Source: Sakai et al. (2019)



Capital (Y/K) vs labour (Y/L) productivity

Insight 3: Labour has much less effect on the economy 
(than mainstream models)

Source: Sakai et al. (2019)



So, we may face a choice : shall we meet climate or economy goals?

Insight 4: Meeting final energy targets will constrain 
economic growth
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Sources: Hall et al (2014), 
Murphy & Hall (2011)

‘Declining EROI’ flag has been flown (along with ‘peak oil’) for decades

Potential constraint #2: Net energy / energy return on 
investment (EROI)
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There is little appetite for restarting national useful energy data collection

Breaking into the data-modelling-policy chain - DATA



Mainstream modelling
“I don’t know a whole load about exergy but for TIMES I 
guess we’d really want to understand what this brings us 
which we don’t get already.

Prima facie, seems like any exergy conversion factors 
involve a whole load more modelling and assumptions than 
we already have. Given the highly speculative nature of 
TIMES in (say) 2060, not sure how helpful this would be”. 

Economic intensity is a long way from 
thermodynamic (energy) conversion efficiency

EROI and primary-final-useful exergy stages are NOT in mainstream models

Breaking into the data-modelling-policy chain -
MODELLING



Policy-makers are looking for answers for the productivity puzzle. So they are more open to looking 
for alternative explanations and ideas. 

There is growing appetite at Dept for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) with regard to 
• The inclusion of useful exergy in models, 
• The role of f-u efficiency and EROI in economic growth

There are also a growing number of key influencers, that are listened to by government policy makers. 
These include:
• Michael Kumhof, Bank of England
• Gael Giraud, AFD

So, now is the time to be optimistic about a biophysical approach breaking into the mainstream 
data-modelling-policy chain. But we also have to get our own energy house in order

Opening this door might pull data and modelling along too

Breaking into the data-modelling-policy chain –
POLICY-MAKERS



Visit our exergy economics website: 
• https://exergyeconomics.wordpress.com/
Follow my decoupling project: 
• https://www.researchgate.net/project/Applying-thermodynamic-laws-to-the-energy-GDP-decoupling-problem

Thanks for listening!

https://exergyeconomics.wordpress.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/project/Applying-thermodynamic-laws-to-the-energy-GDP-decoupling-problem
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